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CHAPTER     I 

■HNBfl 

Origin of the Problem 

It ha* been obserred by teachers of beginning typewriting 

that pupila who achieve distinction  in eoadenie  subjects do net 

always exoel   in typewriting,  even whec they put fortt, their 

beet efforts.    This often constitutes •  reel probleu to the ln- 

diriduale who are anxious to Maintain their hlgfc grades  through- 

out their  sohool   life.     It alac challenges the typewriting teaoter 

to ciaoerer and take seoount of factors other than intelligence 

end general  eenolaetic  abilities wnlofc nay effect attainment of 

typewriting skill.     Studio* uniet have   been reported on tne re- 

lationship between typewriting end aeonanieal ability*,   finger 

dexterity*-,  reading  ability5,   eooupetioaai interest*4,   and etner 

1. Ploreaee Coodward _*ejcey, a Study of tne rrogxtostla 
Value of the Maeifaarrie Teat for Meeneaiea! Ability in Piret- 
Tear Typewriting Speed. Master'a taesls, Orlaboa* A. and tU 
College,   19S*. 

rrancii Martin " near,    Prognostic Jesting in typewriting 
Threugx.  Maims!   i»ext*rity anc   Intelxigeaoe  quotient*.       aWaver't 
taeeia,   Meeaennueetta State College,   lVli. 

J.     aeSBB  iataerine   Coot,      TUB  halation  beuveec,   Cerwu.  Phases 
ef seed i ag anility anc Spec a   euc nocuraoy in lypewrixing. 
he-sxer'a   taeale,   University of Ior-,r iexciia*.,   frreoxtSber t.,   1M*M 

a.     Anne bar tootle,   'a ^owca-'- eon of Aaale^eseent in  lyp*- 
wr:ti*g  ***   Inte.-est as Measured   oy to* Oeeupetlona* Interest 
Inventory,   Intemecieve,   /era a.,   oy Joe  enc Tnerpe.      Me-ster'a 
tnesis,   ix proeesi,   University of feort*. Carolina,  &r«onooort, 



measured factors5 hare  revealed no reliable  indexes of relation- 

•hip. 

Discussion of the problem with the pupils themselves nay 

elioit the response that they gat extremely nervous,   or go "all 

to pieces,     especially on speed tests or produotion work where 

the time element is involved.    They also report that they get 

diegueted    or    angry    whan their work does not sieet their own 

standards or those set for the class.    A frequent oomment is that 

after the first error is made in a typewriting task,   other errors 

follow in rapid succession and it  seems futile to try to prevent 

errors.    Is there,   then,  sons intangible faotor,   whioh night be 

oalled    nerrous temperament    or    nervous tension"   that affeots 

the pupil's suooess in mastering typewriting?    This question gave 

rise to an endeavor in the present study to obtain some measure 

of    temperament" and determine its relationship to typewriting 

achievement. 

The preliminary task was an investigation of the field of 

personality and adjustment testing for appropriate measures of 

nervous tension"   or    temperament."    Through oorrespondenoe with 

the following individuals and agenoies,  published tests were 

obtained and examined:     Dr. G. M.  Ruoh, U.   S. Office of Kduoation; 

Dr. Mark A. May,  Yale University!  Mrs.  Ruth Toothaker,   Oklahoma 

5.    Florenoe Catherine Simmons,   "A Prediction of Typewriting 
Suooess,"  Master*s thesis,  Ohio State University,   1934. 
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College for Women,   Chickasha,   Oklahoma;  The Fsyohologioal Corpora- 

tions World Book Company;  and Bureau of Publications,  Teachers 

College,   Columbia   University.     The following tests were  examined 

and ooneidered: 

Allport and Allport,  A-S Reaction Study 

Ball,  The Adjustment Inventory, Studant Font 

Ball,   Tho Sohool Inventory 

Bernreuter,   The  Personality   Inventory 

Darly and MoMamara, Minnesota Personality Soale 

Downey, Group Mil-Temperament last 

Downey,  Individual Will-Temperament Tast 

Haggerty-Olson-Riokman,  Behavior Rating Sohedules 

MaoNitt, Paraonality and Vooational Quidanoe last 

koParland and Seitt, Payoho-Somatio Inventory 

Pintnar, Aspects of Personality 

Rogers, A Tast of Personality and Adjustment 

Root, Mew Introversion-Extroversion last 

Symondi,   Adjustment  Questionnaire,   Form A 

Thurstone and Thurstone,  Personality Sohedule 

Washburne,   Sooial-Adjustment Inventory 

Selection of Temperament Teat 

The following considerations were kept in mind in the  selec- 

tion of a test to be used in this study:     (l) the "popular 

conception of personality or  sooial suooess is not the thing to 
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be measured,   and tests purporting to measure this were therefor* 

exoluded.     (2) It is not the purpose of this study to  discover or 

oonsider only individuals who deviate from the normal  and are 

psyohopathio or emotional oases.    (S)  Self-rating scales were 

aroided beosuse of their subjectivity and insuffioient reliability. 

(4) The test should be fairly easy to administer in a classroom 

situation*    (5) The  sooring must be objective.    (6) The test must 

be suitable to the age group ooncerned.     (7) The test must be of 

suob a nature that it would offend neither the pupils nor the 

patrons of the participating schools. 

It was recognised that  there is probably no known test whioh 

actually measures the trait or combination of traits called    tem- 

perament. '     Nevertheless,  a serious effort was made to find some 

measure of what Downey describes as "the amount of energy at the 

disposal of the individual and the tendency of such nervous energy 

to discharge immediately into the motor areas*"6 

All but three of the tests examined employ self-rating by 

the pupils*    Of the remaining tests,  the Haggerty-Olson-Wiokman 

Behaviour Rating Sohedule requires ratings by the teaoher;  the 

Downey Mill-Temperament Test, in both the  Individual and the Group 

form, makes use of handwriting exeroises and requires no self- 

rating or introspective responses*    The latter form was therefor* 

ohosen as the test most nearly meeting the requirements of this 

investigation* 

6.    June S. Downey,  The Will-Temperament and Its Testing 
(Mew Yorki    World Book Company,   T&Wj, p*   He " 



Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study la to  ascertain the relationship 

between the soores obtained on the Downey Qroup Will-Temperament 

Test and the best and poorest net speed  scores obtained on type- 

writing tests administered to 136 first-year typewriting pupils 

in three high schools. 

The best and poorest typewriting soores rather than the 

entire range of soores are used beoause  the  extremes should re- 

real more olearly any distinguishing difference*  in the results 

obtained by the measure of "temperament*" 

Description of the Downey Group Will-Temperament Test 

Downey,  in her book "The Will-Temperament and Its Testing," 

defines "temperament"  thus: 

The word "temperament" is used to refer to an 
innate,  relatively permanent disposition*    The word 
"will"  is prefixed to it to indioate the nature of 
the partioular disposition that is tested.     This 
limitation in the meaning of the word "temperament" 
is necessary in order to avoid a possible misunderstand- 
ing!  namely,  the notion that the test is concerned with 
emotional reactions.    By "will",  however, no mysterious 
power is to be understood}  it refers merely to the 
dynamio pattern of the individual.   •   •   * The will- 
temperament determines the form assumed by oharaoter, 
although it does not determine its  content.     Similarly, 
the will-temperament determines the use that will be 
made of general intelligence,  although it does not de- 
termine the degree of intelligence.7 

Individuals are grouped aooording to three main classifica- 

tions by Downeyt     (l) the  speedy, "hair-trigger,     fluidio type; 

7.     Ibid.,  pp. 60-61. 



(2) those reacting in a forceful,  decisive way;   and (s) those 

characterized by carefulness and persistence of response* 

The Downey Group Will-Tenperamnt Test utilises handwriting 

reaotions,  but Downey has stated emphatically that "although 

handwriting was used  (as a oonmon motor activity that leaves a 

permanent record), no graphologioal assumptions whatever are 

made."8 

The test oonsists of twelve  subtests,  representing three 

phases of activity:     (l) those pertaining to speed and fluidity 

of reaotion;   (2) those pertaining to foroefulness and decisiveness 

of reaotion; and (3) those pertaining to oarefulness and persis- 

tence of reaotion* 

The first phase,   speed  and fluidity of  reaotion,   includes 

tests for Speed of Movement,  Freedom from Load,   Flexibility,  and 

Speed of Deoision*    The second phase,   foroefulness and decisive- 

ness of reaotion,   is composed of tests for Motor Impulsion,  Self- 

Confidenoe, Non-Complianoe,   and Finality of Judgment.    The third 

phase,  oarefulness and persistenoe of reaction,   oonsists of tests 

for Motor Inhibition,   Interest in Detail,   Coordination of Im- 

pulses,  and Volitional Perseveration.    Uhrbrook analysed the 

Downey Will-Temperament Tests in s doctoral dissertation and  con- 

cluded that there is little evidenoe that the traits are named 

oorreotly* 

8. Ibid., p* 4. 

9. Hiohard Stephen Uhrbrook,   "An Analysis of the Downey 
Mill-Temperament Tests,"   Dootor's dissertation,  Teachers College, 
Columbia University.   1928,   p. 64. 

- 



The trait names are defined by Downey a* followsi 

Speed of Movement.    Amount of physical work that 
one can put through in a given time* 

Freedom from Load.    Suggests that the psychic 
maobinery runs with little   friction;   it is not 
neoessary to oil it oontinually in order to 
keep it going  smoothly and speedily;   its own 
inherent energy holds  it at top  speed.     It sug- 
gests  a thrifty management  and is of great 
praotioal   importance. 

Flexibility. The oapaoity to do things differ- 
ently, to Ve able to modify one's habitual pro- 
cedure,  to depart from routine. 

Speed of Deolslon. Speed of reaotion in making 
decisions or oholoes. Mode of reaotion and not 
its aoouraoy  is the point in question. 

Motor Impulsion.     "Drive"   in a person's make-up. 
it involves the  idea of energy and the focusing 
of energy.    Two factors to   be  tested fort    first, 
the energy available when brakes or inhibitions 
are off;   secondly,   the ease with which the brakes 
or inhibitions may be  thrown off. 

Non-Complianoe.     Measures  docility rather than 
intellectual   suggestibility. 

Self-Confldonoo. Reliance in one's own ability 
to make correct  response. 

Finality of Judgment.    Measures tendency of sub- 
ject to  revise a deoision already made. 

Motor Inhibition.    The power to hold baok a motor 
discharge,  to keep an impulse under control, to 
achieve a purpose slowly. 

Interest in Detail. Measured by exaotness with 
whioh a model is imitated when instruction* are 
given to copy it as exactly as possible. 

Coordination of  Impulses.     Person's success in 
handling a problem that'lnvolros a double 
mental-set. 

. 
Volitional Perseveration.  Native tendency to 
"*■•? on working," psychio momentum, rather than 



perseverance or stioking at a task until a 
oertain and la achieved. 

A tan-point aoala for ■coring la provided In the Manual of 

Dlraotiona for each of tha twelve subtests.     Individual    will- 

proflies    ahow graphically tha aooraa made on tha various  subteste. 

Spaad of Movement is measured by tha number of times a person 

oan write tha phrase "United States of Amerloa,"   at his normal 

speed.   In twenty  seconds.     Scoring is baaed on the number of let- 

ters written at normal  spaed within the time  limit* 

Freedom from Load is measured by the number of  times the 

subjeot writes the  phrase "United States of America    in twenty 

seconds when writing just as rapidly as possible.     It is  soared 

according to tha number of  letters written during the  speeded 

trial In ralation to the number written at normal   speed (Speed of 

Movement). 

Flexibility is measured by the way subjaots disguise their 

handwriting on three separate attempts.    They are told first to 

write the phrase "United States of Amerloa'   in a hand vary unlike 

their own.    On the second trial,  they are told to praotioe dis- 

guiaing their handwriting ao  that it would fool a handwriting 

expert, and than to write the phrase    United States  of America" 

in a designated plaoe on the test paper.    On the third trial, 

the   subjaots  are told to Imitate a modal of tha phrase "United 

States of Amerloa"   just as rapidly as they  oan and aa many times 

as  they oan in one minute.    The first and  second trials of the 

teat on Flexibility are rated aooording to their quality!     a 
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good disguise la rated 2, a fair disguise is rated 1,   and a poor 

disguise is rated 0.     In the  third trial, the quality  of   the rapid 

imitation of the model   is rated A,  B,   0, D,  or E,   and the number of 

letters written is counted.    A oombined soors for this third trial 

is then obtained from a table in the Manual of Direotions by refer- 

ring to the proper  letter and  speed group.    The  scores  on the three 

trials are  then totaled to obtain the soore on Flexibility. 

Speed of Decision is measured by the number of  choices the 

subject makes in thirty pairs of character traits.    It doss not 

matter how aoourate the ohoioes are.     The important thing is how 

many deoisions are made in the time limit of twenty seconds.    This 

test is scored on the number of deoisions made* 

Motor Impulsion oonsists of four parts.     The subjects are 

first told to write their names at their usual   speed and in their 

usual style as many times as possible in twenty seconds.    On the 

second  trial  they are told to write their names Just as they did 

on the first trial,   but with their eyes olosed.    They are to write 

their names again and again, with their eyes  olosed, until the 

signal is  girsn to stop.    On the third trial, the subjects  are to 

write their names in their usual way, but while  they are writing 

they are to keep their eyes fixed on the examiner'a penoil and 

are to oount aloud with him the number of times he taps  the table 

with the penoil.    On the fourth trial, the  subjeots are asked to 

write their names repeatedly from the signal to begin until the 

signal   to stop.    While they are writing,   the examiner reads 

a list of words that rhyme with "fly", and they are asked to note 
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the number of times the word "fly"   is repeated.    Saoh trial   it 

•oored by noting the site of the writing under distraction as 

compared with normal   site.     The  ratio  of the  number of  letters 

written under distraotion to the number of letters written at 

normal rate is computed and oonTerted into a derived soore given 

in the Manual of Direotions.    The mean of these three sooree con- 

stitutes the final soore  for this subtest. 

Self-Confidence is measured by having the subjeots check a 

list of sixteen statements as true or false according to what 

they remember from s list of words whioh was read to them earlier 

in the  test.    They are asked to  draw two lines under their ohoiee 

if they are absolutely sure that they  era right.     There is no time 

limit on this test.    The soore for Self-Confidence is based on the 

number of items doubly underlined. 

Non-Compllanoe is measured by the number of changes the sub- 

jeots make in the way they answered the test for Self-Confidence. 

They are told that eight of  the statements are true and eight of 

the statements are false and are allowed to make any ohangas they 

wish to make their answers that way*    This test is soored on the 

number of ohangas made after the suggestion has been given by the 

examiner.    The ratio is found between the number of ohangas actually 

made  (numerator) and the number of ohangas neeessary for complete 

aoquiaseenoe to the suggestion that "Eight of the   statements are 

false)   eight, true"   (denominator).    The  latter number is found by 

subtracting from 8 the number of statements marked "falsa"   before 

the  suggestion is given,   end shows to what extent memory was at 
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fault.    The numerator of the fraction  la lnoreased by one for erery 

change la which tho original deoision was doubly undoraoored and la 

alao increased by ona  for any change In marking particular state- 

ments.    The ratio obtainad ia giyen a aoora fron the Sooring Tabla 

In the Manual of Directions. 

Finality of Judgment ia measured by the number of ohangea the 

subjeots make in the daoiaiona made in Teat I   (Speed of Deoision) 

when giron an opportunity to do ao.    The   teat ia acored on the 

baaia of the   time spent in rechecking Teat I* 

Motor Inhibition  ia measured by the time  subjeots take to 

trace dotted  aorolla when told to do ao just aa ■lowly aa they oan 

and  atill keep the penoil moring.    There ia a time   limit of thirty 

aeoonda for the firat trial, one minute and thirty aeoonds for the 

aeoond trial, and two minutea and thirty aeoonda for the third 

trial.    Only the third trial ia scored.    The soroll ia dirlded in- 

to thirty-three equal units and the aoora is baaed on the number 

of units   traced. 

Interest in Detail eonaists of two parts.     In Part 1,   aubjeota 

are direoted to oopy Model A of the phrase "United Statea of Amerioa" 

juat aa ezaotly aa possible.    Speed doea not count.    They are told 

to work carefully and make juat aa good a oopy as they oan.    If 

they finish the phrase before the signal to step,   they are  to begin 

a aeoond time*    In Part 2, subjeots are told to oopy Model B of the 

phrase "United States of Amerioa   as well as they oan, rapidly or 

slowly, «a they prefer.    If they finish one oopy,  they are to begin 

a aeoond, and if they finish a seoond, they are to begin a third 
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time.    This sub-test Is scored on the  suoosss of too examinee In 

oopying the writing and on the tins he gives to the task as  con- 

pared with his speed in the rapid imitation of the model  in the 

third part of the test for Flexibility (VIII,   3).     Imitations of 

Model A and Model  B are rated Jointly as A,  B,  C,   D,   B,  or F, 

according to aocuraoy in details.    About fifteen details are noted 

in the two imitations— such as,   for example,  proper placing of the 

^-dot, form of t-bar, eto.    Quality A means no penalising and other 

quality ratings involve a penalty of one letter-grade for each 

three bad failures*    The difference  is found between the number of 

letters written for rapid imitation (VIII, 3) and for slow imita- 

tion of Model A.     The soore for this test is found by locating the 

obtained letter and obtained number in the schedule provided  in. 

the manual of Directions. 

Coordination of Impulses is measured by tho way in whioh 

subjects write the phrase    United States of America    on a very 

short line and at high speed.    This  test is  soored on the number 

of letters omitted or orer the line. 

Volitional Perseveration is measured by the amount of time 

the examinee  spends in praotioing the disguise for the  second part 

of the test for Flexibility (VIII, 2). 

The norms for the Downey Group Will-Temperament Test were 

established on the results obtained from a small number of adults. 

They were published in 1928, with the announced expectation that 

they would be revised after more extensive application.    Uhrbrook, 

however,   in 1928,   made no mention of revised norms. 
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Typewriting Tost 

The teete used to measure typewriting achievement consisted of 

printed  straight-oopy Material of the type  commonly ueed in typewrit- 

ing instruction and testing.    All the pupils were thoroughly familiar 

with this type of test and the testing prooedures.    The September, 

Ootober,   and November,   1944,   issues of the Competent Typist Speed 

Tests,  published by The Gregg Writer, were used in this study in 

order to provide unpraotioed and uniform copy for all pupils. 

Typewriting achievement in this study is limited to speed and 

aoouraey attained on five-minute writings. 

In general practice,   fire minutes is considered a reliable time 

limit for determining speed and aecuraoy when endurance   and produc- 

tion aotivities are not to be measured.    No attempt was made in this 

study to measure knowledge of machine parts or their manipulation, 

spacing arrangement,  the use of  special symbols,  or applied related 

knowledge   suoh as  spelling, proofreading,  wherein the pupils'  vary- 

ing backgrounds in English and general seholastie ability might be 

conditioning factors. 

Participating Schools 

Four  schools participated in the testing program for this study: 

DeLand High School,  DeLand,  Florida;  Mainland High Sohool,  Daytona 

Beach,  Florida) New Hanover High Sohool, Wilmington, North Carolina) 

and John W. Hanes High Sohool, Winston-Salem,  North Carolina.    These 

schools will hereafter be designated at Sohool No.   1, Sohool No.   2, 

Sohool No. 3, and Sohool No. 4. 
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The   school.- ranged in sis* from 317 to 1700 pupils.    The six* 

of the typewriting classes ranged from 21  to   30 pupils,   and the 

class periods ranged from 50 to 55 minutes in length. 

In School No. 1,  four beginning typewriting olasses were tested* 

in Sohool No.  2,  three beginning typewriting classes were testedj in 

Sohool No.   3,   one beginning typewriting class was tested;  and in 

Sohool No.   4,  two beginning typewriting olasses were tested. 

All the individuals tested were in the tenth, eleventh, or 

twelfth grades.    The pupils were from 16 to 18 years of age, with 

the exception of three over-age pupils whose scores did not place 

them in any of the groups of data seleoted for treatment. 

Testing Procedures 

The Downey Group Will-Temperament Test was given to 65 first- 

year typewriting pupils in Sohool No. 1 and to 17 seoond-year type- 

writing pupilst   in Sohool No* 2,  to 62 first-year typewriting pupils; 

in Sohool No.  3,   to 30 first-year typewriting pupils;  and in Sohool 

No. 4,   to 46 first-year typewriting pupils.    The tests were given in 

Sohool No.  1,   Sohool No. 2,   and Sohool No. 3 in November and Deoenber, 

1944.    They were given in Sohool No. 4 in January,   1945.    They were 

given during the first semester in order to expedite the scoring of 

the tests.    A Manuel   of Directions was sent to each of the  teachers 

administering the tests.   Attention was  called to the faot that the 

parts of the test must be timed accurately to  insure uniform results. 

A oopy of the test and a Manual of Directions are  included in the 

Appendix. 
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In April,  1945, oopies of the three   straight-copy typewriting 

tests were   sent to the eohoola participating.    Specifio instructions 

on how end when to glre the tests were also   sent*    A oopy of the 

letter of instructions  is included in the Appendix,    The tests were 

fire-minute tests end were giren on three suooesslTe days as near 

the end of the year'a work aa waa possible to secure a good atten- 

dance.    The September teat oopy was to be  giren on the first day, 

the Ootober oopy on the second   day, and the Norember   oopy on the 

third day*    Teaohera were asked to hare their pupils use double 

spacing, margins of 6 and 80,  a fire-spaoe paragraph  indention* 

Pupils were asked to hare the following information on their paperss 

naate, date, number of test, gross words written, number of errors, 

net words written,  and net words per minute* 

although thia study ia oonoerned with  first-year typewriting 

pupila,   the teats were giren to the  second-year 'typewriting pupils 

in Sohool Mo* 1 who were enrolled in the  sane olasses with the 

first-year pupila.     Data on these oases are not inrolrad in the 

groups selected for anaiyaia.    The typewriting test data from 

Sohool No* 4 were necessarily exoladed beoauae the instructions for 

administering the typewriting tests had not been followed* 



CHAPTER  II 

TKEATMKHf  OF  THfi DATA 

lb* basic data of this  study oonsist of (l) scores  obtained on 

too subtests of tba Downey Group Will-Teapera«ant Tort,   (2) will- 

profile*,   and (3) net words per minute in typewriting. 

Bet words  In typewriting  is   the  established measure  in most 

school practice*.    It oosbines spaed of writing and aoouraoy of 

writing into one  score*  computed aooording to  the International 

Typewriting Contest Rules.    A oopy of these rulss is provided in 

the Appendix.    A typewriting   word" represents fire typewriting 

strokes*    Gross words are the total number of  typewritten words 

with no deduction for errors*    Set words are computed by deduoting 

froa the  gross words tan words for each error* 

The tasting prooadure provided  for  three   samplings of type- 

writing  achievement.     In the   school with which the  investigator 

is familiar,  Sohool No*   1,   the soores on these typewriting tests 

were,  in many oases, not up to the standard consistently maintained 

by the pupils*    This was attributed to the faot that the tests ware 

given at the close of the sohool year when the pupils ware  distracted 

by the activities aooompsnying the olose of sohool*    It is also possi- 

ble that,   in Sohool No.   1 at least, the pupils'   soores ware  affected 

by the faot that they knew these tests were to be used for a  speoial 

purpose.     For these reasons, the best net score obtained in the three 

samplings was selected as being most representative of the pupils' 

ability. 
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Table I shorn the distribution of the not typewriting soores 

for eaoh of tho throo schools oontributing in this study. 

The will-profiles obtained fron the Downey Group Will-Temperament 

Test were first examined to   see if any definite patterns of    tempera- 

ment" mere apparent for olassifioetion.     Speoimen profiles of two 

pupils making good soorss in typewriting are shown in Figure I  on 

P»g« 19*    When this and an examination of the frequency distributions 

failed to yield results, the profiles of the ten individuals in eaoh 

•ohool who soored highest  in typewriting in terms of net words per 

minute  and the profiles of  the ten individuals in eaoh school who 

soored lowest in typewriting were isolated for detailed study on the 

assumption that the extremes would be more likely to reveal contrasts 

and discernible differentiation*    The ten individuals who soored 

highest in typewriting in eaoh sohool will hereafter be referred to 

as the  good group of that sohool and the ten individuals who soored 

lowest in typewriting in eaoh sohool will hereafter be referred to 

as the poor group of that sohool*    The arbitrary selection of ten 

oases  in the sampling of extremes provided data for correlations of 

rank differences. 

When no relationships were apparent in the preliminary inspec- 

tion, the will-profiles were submitted to a seminar oomposed of six 

graduate  students aotively engaged in research and two university 

professors.    This examination also failed to reveal definite pat- 

terns for either extreme.    It  seemed, however,  that there was a ten- 

dency toward greater variability among the pupils who made low soores 

in typewriting.    Their profiles fluotuated between the extremes more 
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TABLI I 

DISTRIBUTION OF TYPEWRITING SCORSS FOB SACH SCHOOL 

Net Word* 

11- 9 

8- 6 

5- 3 

2- 0 

Total 

Number of Pupil• 

Sohool No*   1 Sohool No. 2 Sohool No. 3 

68-67 

56-64 

63-61 

60-48 1 2 

47-48 1 4 

44-42 1 3 

41-39 4 

58-36 

36-33 3 

32-30 4 

a 9-2 7 2 

26-24 6 

23-21 7 

20-18 4 

17-16 

14-12 

6 

1 

60 46 29 
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FIGURE  I 

SPBCIMBH  PROFILES  OF POPILS MAKING 

GOOD  SCORES  IN  TYPHHRITIMG 

* 

A. Speed of Movement VI-1  

B. Freedom from Load VI-1,2     .... 

C. Flexibility VIII  

D. Speed of Decision I  

E. Motor Impulsion X  

f.    Self-confidence XI  

G.   Non-compliunceXII  

II.    Finality of Judgment XIII  

I.     Motor Inhibition VII  

1.     Interest in Detail IX  

K. Coordination of Impulses V   .  .  . . 

L Volitional Perseveration VIII-2 

12     3     4    5     6 8    9    10 

0123     156789 10 

44 nat words par aiauta 
458 groat words 

o 

B.   FreedomCrou.l^Vl    ' 

c   j|«dWUWvUI "' " 
„.   Speed of Dec-onl.-- 

E    Mou»rl»^ionX" 
f.   SeU-conndence*   . 

O.   Non—«■—»    ' .... 

„. w~**~£....... 

j 
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FIGURE  I 

SPECIMEN PROFILES  OF  PUPILS MAKING 

GOOD SCORES  IN  TYPEWRITING 

A. S|«'0(l of Movement VI-1.... 

B. Freedom from Load VI-1,1   . . 

C. Flexibility VIII  

D. Speed of Decision I  

Ei Motor Impulsion X  

F. Self-confidence XI  

G. Non-compliance XII  

II. Finality of Judgment XIII. .  . 

I. Motor Inhibition VII  

J. Interest in Detail IX  

K. Coordination of Impulses V   .  . 

L. Volitional I'crseveration VIII-2 

1 3456789 10 

0123  156789  10 

44 not words por ainute 
<J58 gross words 

A. Speed of Movement VI-1  

B. Freedom from Load VI-1,2    .... 

C. Flexibility VIII  

D. Speed of Decision I  

I'..    Motor Impulsion X  

F. Self-confidence XI  

G. Non-compliance XII  

II.    Finality of Judgment XIII  

I.     Motor Inhibition VII  

J.    Interest in Detail IX  

K. Coordination of Impulses V    . .  .   . 

L. Volitional Perseveration VIII-2 . . 

1 2 3 4     1 6    1 8     9    1( 

0123     4     56789     10 

44 net words por minute 
229 gross words 
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frequently   than did the profiles of the pupil* with high typewriting 

•core*.    This observation led to en attest to oonstruct e composite 

profile by  superimposing  the will-profiles of   the  four highest-ranking 

pupil* in each  school on one profile blank end a  similar composite 

for the four  lowest-ranking pupils in eaoh sohool.     The number was 

United to four in each oaae because more than that number obscured 

the graphic reoord. 

The   resulting oomposites,   shown in Figures -i,   3,   and 4* reveal 

little differences  in frequencies at the extremes   (i.e., at points 

O and 10 on the profile  form) for the poor group and for the good 

group in all schools.    In Sohool Mo.   1,   the ratio is  5 times for 

the poor group to 6 times  for  the good group*    In Sohool No* 2, 

the oorreeponding ratio is 7 to 4.     In Sohool No.  2.   the ratio is 

9 to  6. 

The  results do not provide a dependable criterion for distin- 

guishing good pupils from poor pupils*     The analysis was not extended 

to further investigation of this phase,  sine* any seleotion posited 

on the inoidenoe of extremes in the will-profiles would eliminate 

good as well as poor eases* 

Since none of the foregoing examinations and comparisons re- 

vealed an appropriate basis for statistical  procedure to measure 

the degree of relationship, the gross words were used as a basis 

for comparison.    All typewriting soores were rearranged in a fre- 

quency distribution according to the number of words written re- 

gardless of errors* and the ten highest and ten lowest of eaoh 

school were selected for comparison with the four subtests of the 
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COMPOSITE PROFILBS OF  FOUR BEST   TYPEWRITING PUPILS AND 

FOUR POOREST TYPEWRITING PUPILS  II SCHOOL NO.   1 

Good 
ni -3        4        5678 

A. Speed of Movement YI 1     .   .   .   . 

B. Freedom from Load VII, 2     .   .   . 

('.. Flexibility Mil  

D. Speed of Decision I  

E. Motor Impulsion X  

F. Self-confidence XI  

G. Non-compliance XII  

H. Finality of Judgment XIII   .   .   .   . 

I. Motor Inhibition VII  

J. Interest in Detail IX       

K. Coordination of Impulses V .   .   .   . 

L. Yolitional Pcrseverution YIII-2  .   . 

A. Speed of Movement \ I  1     .   .   .   . 

B. Freedom from Ix«d VI   1,2    .   . 

C. Flexibility VIII  

D. Speed of Decision IT  

E. Motor Impulsion X  

F. Self-confidence XI  

G. Non-compliance XII  

H. Finality of Judgment XIII       .   .   . 

I. Motor Inhibition VII  

.1. Interest in Detail IX       

K. Coordination of Impulses V .   .   .   . 

L. Volitional Perseveration VIII 2   .   . 

to 

IIBI 
—i-^ — -^—^^** *** ■■■'— 
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C0UP0SITJ2 PROFILES  OF FOOR BEST   TYPEWRITING PUPILS AMD 

FOUR POOREST  TYPEWRITDJG PUPILS IN SCHOOL NO.  2 

A. Speed of Movement Vl-1     .   .   . 

B. Freedom from Load VI 1, 2     .   . 

C. Flexibility VIII  

D. Speed of Decision I  

E. Motor Impulsion X  

F. Self-confidence XI  

G. Non-compliance XII  

H. Finality of Judgment XIII   .   .   . 

I.     Motor Inhibition VII  

J.     Interest in Detail IX       

K. Coordination of Impulses V 

L. Volitional I'crseveration V111  2 

A. Speed of Movement VI 1     .   .   . 

B. Freedom from Load VI-1, 2     .   .   . 

C. Flexibility VIII  

D. Speed of Decision I  

E. Motor Impulsion X  

F. Self-confidence XI  

G. Non-compliance XII  

H. Finality of Judgment XIII   .   .   •   • 

I. Motor Inhibition VII  

J. Interest in Detail IX  

K. Coordination of Impulses V .   .   .   . 

L. Volitional Perseveration VIII-2  .   . 
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A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

G. 

H. 

I. 

J. 

K. 

L. 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

G. 

H. 

I. 

J. 

K. 

L. 

FIGURE 4 

COMPOSITE PROFILES OP FOUR BEST TYPEWRITING PUPILS AMD 

FOUR POOREST TYPEWRITING PUPILS IM SCHOOL MO.   Z 

Speed of Movement VI-1 

FVwdom from Load VI-1, 2    .   .   . 

Flexibility VIII 

Speed of Decision I  

Motor Impulsion X  

Self-confidence XI  

Non-compliance XII  

Finality of Judgment Xm . . .   . 

Motor Inhibition VII  

Interest in Detail I\      

Coordination of Impulses V .   . 

Volitional Perseveration VIII 2 

Speed of Movement VI-1     .   .   . 

Freedom from Ixwd VI  1, 2    .   . 

Flexibility VIII  

Sj>eed of Decision I  

Motor Impulsion X  

Self-confidence XI  

Non-compliance XII  

Finality of Judgment XIII   .   .   . 

Motor Inhibition VII  

Interest in Detail IX       

Coordination of Impulses V .   .   . 

Volitional Perseveration VI11-2  . 
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temperament    test pertaining to  speed (Speed of Movement,  Freedom 

from Load,  Flexibility,  and Speed of Decision).    Table  II  shows the 

gross typewriting words for the good and poor groups in each of the 

three  schools and the    temperament"   soores on the  subtests pertain- 

ing to speed for eaoh of the three schools* 

Inspection of the  soores on the   speed items showed no rela- 

tionship between the number of gross words written and the "tempera- 

ment"   soores*     In the good  group of Sohool No.  1,  the  individual 

at the top of the list in gross words  soared 7 on Speed of Movement, 

whereas  the individual who ranked  lowest scored 6  on Speed of liore- 

ment and the individual who was second from the bottom in rank on 

gross words scored 10 on Speed of Korement.    Similar disparities 

throughout the  distributions in all three schools reflect laek of 

direct relationship between high scores on the    temperament"   sub- 

tests pertaining to speed of morement ai*d •billty to write rapidly 

on the typewriter. 

Comparison of the gross typewriting words written and  the 

temperament    soores on Freedom from Load and Speed of Decision in 

eaoh of the three schools also failed to reveal  relationships be- 

tween gross typewriting words written and these items. 

All scores on Flexibility were low.    The scoring of  this  sub- 

test was subjective and  little reliance  oan be  placed on it* 

aoouraey. 

Since none of the foregoing examinations and comparisons re- 

vealed an appropriate basis for statistical procedures to measure 

the degree of relationship,   the combined or total   score  for  the 
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TABLE II 

GROSS TYPEWRITING WORDS Afc'I  SCORES  ON  IXJtiNEl SPKKL SUBTS8TS FOR   TEN 

BEST . uiii TEN POOREST TYPEWRITING PUPILS IN  BACH SCHOOL 

Sohoo. No. 1 Soho&: KO- •* So cot. Ko. 3 
Grots CiroBf Gros* 
*ords Sit FL F 3) Nords SM FI F SD Words 31 FL F SO 

354 7 e 4 7 276 4 9 6 5 522 10 10 2 9 

soe 4 9 6 B 267 2 7 2 10 512 7 4 6 10 

506 4 3 6 9 261 5 10 2 6 278 10 7 4 8 

284 9 10 & 5 261 4 6 6 1 267 7 10 5 10 

279 6 6 3 6 261 6 9 2 5 265 6 9 6 1 

w 2 1 3 1 247 6 6 4 7 260 4 10 7 9 

263 8 9 2 9 259 7 8 4 9 258 7 2 5 9 

252 7 4 3 6 237 2 1 4 6 HI 4 9 6 8 

-Zt 7 10 1 2 256 10 9 8 6 250 9 4 2 9 

257 4 7 3 B 253 10 9 e 9 247 7 8 6 5 

177 4 9 4 1 176 5 t 6 4 221 6 8 4 4 

176 4 7 4 4 174 5 10 2 6 216 8 10 4 7 

172 9 9 4 6 166 9 10 4 9 208 3 10 6 10 

17* 4 10 0 7 163 2 5 6 9 199 4 2 2 9 

171 9 10 & 7 162 2 1 3 6 199 6 10 6 8 

169 5 7 3 2 159 2 7 0 7 199 6 10 5 7 

169 4 9 5 1 162 10 10 7 10 192 B 8 7 10 

166 2 1 2 3 126 4 10 2 6 168 3 10 8 7 

165 10 10 3 3 121 4 9 1 1 166 9 10 5 2 

150 I 7 0 6 120 4 6 3 3 152 4 10 fa 10 

SN    Speed  of MoroMDt 
FL    Freedo* f ror. Load 

I    Flexibility 
SO    Speed of Oeoision 
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"temperament"  test wai computed and utilised for comparisons of 

ranks*    Downey has made little use of  the total aoore obtained by 

taking  the  sun of the  scores on all the subtests.     She states, 

however, that    a rery high soore undoubtedly rereals a foroeful 

personality, and a Tory low soore a weak or oolor less or psyoho- 

pathio personality.    For an adult a total abore 86  is dirtinotly 

high,  and one below 55 is  low."1 

Table  III  giree the comparative data on total "temperament 

soores and typewriting scores and the coefficients obtained when 

the Spearman formula for rank-differenee oorrelation was applied. 

fi       ;    1 - 2-    & 

l(* - 1) 

No indiridual in any school aehlered a temperament ocore of 

85,   speoified by Downey as "distinctly high.      The good groups  in 

the thrse sohools fell into approximately equal ranged (49-74,  49-76, 

and 46-74J.     In each sohool the lower limit for both the good group 

and tha poor group was below the soor* of  55, which Downey con- 

siders    low   for adults.    Greater variation between sohools and a 

slightly greater variation in the range within eaoh sohool   is noted 

for the poor groups  (58-67,  43-76,   and 48-83).    Sohool Mo.   1  shows 

lower range limits for the poor group than for the good group, and 

Sohool No.  8  shows approximately equal ranged.    In Sohool Ho. 8, 

however,  the poor group attained the highest soore in the entire 

distribution, with a soore of 83, which approaches the figure   set 

by Downey as    high    for adults. 

1.    June Etta Downey.  The Will-Temperament and Its Testing 
(New Yorkt    World Book Company, 1925;,   p.  73. 
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TABLE III 

MSI  TYPEWRITING WORDS AMD  TOTAL TEMPERAMENT  SCORES FOR  THE TEN 

BEST AND  TEN POOREST  TYPEWRITING PUPILS  IN BACH  SCHOOL 

School No. 1 Sohool No. 2 Sohool Ho. 3 

Not 
Words 

Total 
Temperament 

Net 
Words 

Total 
Temperament 

Net 
Words 

Total 
Temperament 

59 61 49 66 48 65 

58 67 46 49 48 67 

55 T2 42 65 47 66 

48 67 41 64 46 68 

4T 74 41 69 46 66 

45 69 41 67 45 46 

44 54 40 76 44 69 

44 52 33 69 45 78 

45 66 35 72 42 74 

45 49 32 67 41 70 

Rho .19 Rho -.76 Rho -.75 

25 65 24 48 34 68 

27 64 18 47 33 46 

2f 66 16 66 32 64 

24 67 12 71 29 71 

15 38 11 69 29 63 

17 46 10 76 26 66 

18 58 7 65 25 83 

15 67 6 63 26 69 

IS 64 0 43 24 63 

12 
Rho. 

66 
.02 

0 
Rho 

62 
-.02 

25 
Rho 

67 
.05 
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The  rank-differenoe   oooffioients   shown   la Table  III  reveal 

negligible  relationship for  the poor group.    The faot that fairly 

high negative  coefficients were obtained on the  soores for   the  good 

groups in two sohools does not suggest that,   for the purposes of 

this study,  low soores on the temperament test nay  serve as a 

prediotive index of success in typewriting*     Instead, when viewed 

with the figure obtained on the sane measures in Sohool No. 1 and 

the  indeterminate results obtained  in preceding comparisons,   they 

indicate  the futility of  attempting to measure probable   suoosss  in 

typewriting by means of the ■ temperament"  test. 

While  establishing norms for the will-temperament test,  Downey 

obtained will-profiles of twenty men and women who were eminent 

enough to be inoluded in Amorloan Men of Soienoe,   in Who's Who,  or 

both*    In general, the total soore on ths will-profiles ran high* 

Nearly three-fourths of  the group gave a consistently high profile 

but with relative emphasis of either speed and aggressiveness,   or 

carefulness and aggressiveness.    It seemed,   therefore, that  it was 

high aggressiveness that gave foroe both to the careful and the 

speedy reaction. 

The total soores on each of  the three phases of  the "tempera- 

ment"  test were determined in an effort to  characterise an individ- 

ual  as predominantly of the speedy, fluidio type  (as shown by 

Speed of Movement,  Freedom from Load,  Flexibility,   and Speed of 

Deoision),  the dominant,  aggressive type (as shown by Motor 

Impulsion,  8elf-Confidenoe,  Non-Compllanoe,  and Finality  of Judgment), 
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or the careful,   persistent 'type (as shown by Motor Inhibition, 

Interest in Detail,  Coordination of Impulses,   and Volitional  Per- 

sereration).    These eeores were  compared with the net words per 

minute written by the pupil* in the good and poor  groups in each 

sohool.    This comparison yielded no apparent relationship* 

Tables IV, V, and VI show the net typewriting words  and the 

total seores on eaoh of the three divisions of the Downey Group 

Will-Temperament Test for the ten best and the  ten poorest type- 

writing pupils in eaoh sohool* 

Examination of Tables IV and V would seem to indioate that 

individuals in the poor group show a greater tendency to rank 

relatively high in  speed and  aggressiveness than those  in the 

good group,   but Table VI shows six individuals  in the good group 

ranking high in speed and aggressiveness, while   only one  in the 

poor group ranks high in this combination.     In all three   schools, 

the individuals  in the good groups   show a slight tendency to rank 

higher in oarefulness and aggressiveness than do those individuals 

in the poor groups,  but this tendency is not oonolueive   enough to 

be considered of value  in predicting suooess in typewriting* 

Table VII shows the rank-differenoe coefficients obtained 

between net typewriting scores and the Downey Group Will-Temperament 

Test scores on the speed,   aggressiveness, and oarefulness divisions 

for the ten best typewriting pupils and the ten poorest typewriting 

pupils in eaoh sohool* 

The rank-differenoe ooeffioients for reDitionship between net 

•cores in typewriting and the    temperament - scores for speed. 
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NET  TYPEWRITING  WORDS AND  DOWNEY GROUP WILL-TEMPERAJJBNT 

TEST  SCORES FOR  SPEED,  AGGRESSIVENESS, 

AND CAREFULNESS  IN SCHOOL NO.   1 

N«t Word* Sp««d AggreeaiT«ne«t Carefulosaa 

59 21 22 18 

65 27 14 16 

55 26 25 25 

48 20 26 22 

47 28 21 25 

45 22 18 19 

44 7 16 12 

44 22 22 18 

45 28 14 24 

45 17 14 18 

25 21 15 19 

27 28 16 22 

26 25 16 17 

24 26 18 25 

18 14 19 5 

IT It 17 9 

15 ZO 17 21 

15 51 16 11 

15 26 25 16 

12 18 21 16 
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TABLE V 

HET  TYPEWRITING Vi'ORDS AND  DOWNEY  GROUP WILL-TEMPERAMENT 

TEST  SCORES FOR  SPEED, AGGRESSIVENESS, 

AND CAREFULNESS  IN  SCHOOL NO.   2 

Net Words Sp««d Aggr«aaiYen*s« Car«fuln*M 

49 28 21 12 

46 21 19 9 

42 26 21 17 

41 16 84 24 

41 18 21 36 

41 26 20 88 

40 88 Zl 22 

98 34 17 18 

SS 26 28 24 

18 12 28 32 

24 26 17 6 

18 16 17 16 

16 16 17 28 

18 87 18 16 

11 22 14 23 

10 39 28 14 

7 88 21 18 

6 16 18 29 

0 20 18 11 

0 16 18 19 
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TABLE VI 

NET  TYPEWRITING WORDS  AND DOWNEY  GROUP WILL-TEMPERAMENT 

TEST SCORES FOR SPEED,  AGGRESSIVENESS, 

AND CAREFULNESS  IN SCHOOL NO.   3 

Net Word* Speed AggreesiTeaeae Carefulness 

15 

17 

13 

14 

25 

20 

14 

12 

19 

24 

48 27 25 

48 31 9 

4T 26 2T 

46 26 28 

46 25 19 

46 11 16 

44 29 26 

43 32 29 

42 30 26 

41 21 26 

34 26 16 

36 24 9 

32 24 51 

29 35 19 

29 19 24 

26 28 16 

25 26 26 

25 26 21 

24 29 15 

26 24 14 

26 

15 

19 

19 

20 

22 

29 

23 

19 
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TABUS VII 

RANK-DIFFERENCE  COEFFICIENTS  OF  NET TYPEWRITING ftORDS  AND DOWNEY GROUP 

WILL-TEMPERAMENT  TEST SCORES ON  SPEED,  AGGRESSIVENESS, 

AND CAREFULNESS FOR  EACH SCHOOL 

Trait School No.  1 Sobool No. 2 School No* S 

Speedi 
Good 
Poor 

Carefulness: 
Good 
Poor 

.16 
.16 

AggrosIivene■s» 
Good .48 
Poor -.67 

-.05 
.44 

-.13 
,24 

.06 
-.13 

,17 -.29 
-.19 .11 

-.6* -.39 
-.16 .16 

aggressiveness,   and carefulness ranged from negative •>•#£ to posi- 

tive  .48*    The highest positive coefficient obtained  on any of the 

three phases of the    temperament    test was .48 for aggressiveness 

and  typewriting in the good group of one school,   but   this was off- 

set by negative ooeffioisnts of -.17 and -.29 in the good groups 

of the other two sohools.    A positive ooeffioient of  .44 was ob- 

tained for carefulness in the poor group of one school, but coeffi- 

cients of .15 and -.16 were obtained for  this group in the other 

two sohools.    Consistently negative ooeffioiants of -.62, -.39, 

and -.03 were obtained for this phase of    temperament    in the good 

groups of all three sohools. 

Correlations were made,  using the  rank difference method, 

between net typewriting soores and   the sooros made on eaoh of the 
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twalre subtests of the Downey Oroup Will-Temperament Test.     Table VIII 

•hows the rank-difference coefficients of net typewriting soores and 

scores on the   subtaata  of the Downey Group Will-Temperament Test for 

the  ten beet typewriting pupila and  the ten pooreet typewriting pupils 

in eaoh school. 

Examination of Table VIII rereala no oonsiatenoy of relationships 

among the three sohools reported.    The highest positiTs coefficient 

is  .68.    This is the relationship between Self-Confidenoe   and type- 

writing in the good group of Sohool No,  1*    In the good group of 

School No* 3,  howerer,   there is a negatire ooeffioient between these 

two items almost as high,  -.61,   as the poeitire  ooeffioient in Sohool 

No.   1*    There  is also a negatire ooeffioient of -.4- between these 

two items for Sohool No. 2. 

Motor Impulsion,   In the good group, and Interest in Detail, in 

the poor group,  aro   the only two items that show poeitire ooef fioients 

in all three sohools.    The ooeffioient for Motor Impulsion and  typo- 

writing of .52  in Sohool No. 1 and of .50 in Sohool No.  2 are   oom- 

parable,  but  in Sohool No.  3 the ooeffioient of .08 is muoh lower. 

The  ooeffioient for Interest in Detail and typewriting are  consis- 

tently low and positire for  all three sohools. 

In Sohool No.  1,   there is a positire ooeffioient of  .55 between 

Speed of Deoision and typewriting in the  good group.    There ia   a 

somewhat lower positire ooeffioient of .31 between these two items 

for Sohool No. 3, and a small negatire ooeffioient  of -.04 for 

Sohool No. 2. 
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TABLE VIII 

RAMK-DIFFERBHCE COEFFICIENTS OF  NET  TYPEWRITING  SCORES AID SCORES 

ON THE SUBTESTS OF TEE DOWNEY GROUP WILL-TEMPERAMENT TEST 

FOR THE TEN BEST TYPEWRITING PUPILS AND THE TEN 

POOREST  TYPEWRITING PUPILS  IN BACH  SCHOOL 

Trait School No. 1 Sohool Mo. 5 Sohool Mo. 5 

Spaed of MoTementt 
Good -«ai -.52 .51 
Poor -.» .18 -.08 

Freedon from Loads 
Good .18 .29 -.25 
Poor .28 -.15 -.39 

Flexibility: 
Good .35 -.28 .06 
Poor .07 -.06 .36 

Spaed of Decision: 
Good .66 -.04 .31 
Poor .21 .40 -.04 

Motor Impulsion: 
Good .62 .60 .08 
Poor .46 -.11 .07 

SeIf-Confi denoet 
Good .66 -.42 -.61 
Poor -.25 .19 -.65 

Noa-C onpli anoe: 
Good -.08 .28 -.45 
Poor -.51 .05 .66 

Finality of Judgment: 
Good -.01 -•22 •20 
Poor -.66 .11 .36 

Motor Inhibition« 
Good .09 -.25 -.10 
Poor .48 -.14 -.48 

Intaraat in Detail: 
Good -.07 • 10 .14 
Poor .12 .08 .10 

Coordination of Inpulaoet 
Good -•IS -.62 -.64 

Poor -.08 -.36 .36 
Volitional Per«areration» 

Good .16 -.65 .06 
Poor .24 -.01 -.06 
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In Sohool Mo. 3, there is a positiTs oosffioisnt of .66 between 

Mon-Complianoe and typewriting  in tha poor  group.    There is a very 

slight positive oosffioisnt of .03 between those two items for 

Sohool Ho.   2 and s negatirs oosffioisnt of -.81 for Sohool Ho, 1* 

s.11 of those> result* were) oharaoterited by laolc of oonaistenoy 

and rariations within eaoh tohool and among the eohools.    Mono of 

the findings reported in this ohapter ars decisive enough to use 

in predicting suooess in typewriting. 



CHAPTER  III 

SUMMARY Alfl) CONCLUSIONS 

This study  has  attempted  to measure  a phase of     temperament 

and determine its relationship to  suooess in typewriting achievement. 

The Downey Group Will-Temperament Test was selooted as the  one most 

nearly meeting the criteria formulated for the purposes of  this 

study.    This test purports to measure three phases of   activity— 

speed,   aggressiveness,   and carefulness— and provides data for indi- 

vidual will-profiles representing twelve so-oalled traits:     Speed 

of Movement, freedom from Load,  Flexibility, Speed of Deoision, 

Motor Impulsion, Self-Confidenoe,  Non-Complianoe,  Finality of Judg- 

ment, Motor Inhibition,   Interest in Detail,  Coordination of Impulses, 

and Volitional Pereeveration.    The data are reported    in numerical 

aoores and will-profiles* 

Typewriting achievement was measured in terms of net words per 

minute on the best of three samplings of five-minute testing at 

the close of the first year of typewriting in three   schools. 

Complete data from the "temperament    test and typewriting tests 

were obtained on 135 pupils in three schools.    In addition,  soores 

from 13 seoond-year typewriting pupils were obtained   in one   school 

and ware reserved as supplementary data for projeoted comparison 

with the main data.    As the study  progressed, these data served, 

along with the middle  range of the distributions, to differentiate 

the   'best"   soores and the    poorest    soores in typewriting. 

Preliminary examination of the comparative data revealed the 

futility of applying correlation techniques to the entire range of 
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soorea,  and tha problem waft therefore reaolrsd into a oomparison, 

by rank-differenoe method,   of the ten best and the ton poorest typo- 

writing soores in eaoh sohool with tho corresponding data from the 

Downey Group Will-Temperament Toot. 

Tho following generalisations seem justified from the results 

obtainedt 

No patterns of similarity were  found in the Downey Group Will- 

Temperament Test to afford a grouping of  the individuals on the 

basis of any of  the namsd    temperament    traits or combinations of 

these traits* 

When the poorest snd best scores in typewriting were used as 

a basis of oomparison, no distinguishable differenoes in will-profiles 

were revealed in analyses of separate  subtssts,   of grouped phases of 

temperament'' activities,   and of total test  soores. 

Comparison of rapidity of notion measured in terms of  gross 

words in typewriting with no oonsideration given to errors and 

soores on the Downey Group Will-Temperament Test dealing with speed 

failed to give any definite results. 

Comparison of net typewriting soores and soores on the   seotions 

of the Downey Group Will-Temperament Test dealing with speed, aggress- 

iveness,  and oarefulness yielded equally indeterminate findings. 

The renk-differenoe coefficients for relationship between total 

temperament    soores and net soores in typewriting ranged from 

negative -.64 to positive .68.    The highest positive ooeffioient 

obtained on any of the    temperament    traits was .68 for Self-Confideroo 

and typewriting in the good group of one sohool, but this finding 



was offset by negative  ooeffioients of -.61  and  -.42 for similar 

groups  in  the  other  schools.     Non-Camplianoe  and   typewriting yielded 

a positive ooeffioient of .85 for the poor group of one sohool but 

a negative ooeffioient of -.31 and a posit ire ooeffioient of only 

.03 in the other schools. 

All of the attempts to measure relationships wars characterised 

by variations and inoonolusiveness in the results obtained. 

In view of the apparent  laok of relationship revealed in these 

findings,   the Downey Group Will-Temperament Test  is not recommended 

as an instrument for predicting probable suooess in typewriting 

achievement as measured in the schools represented in this study* 

It  is hoped that further researches may result in adequate 

measures for the phase of emotionality which this  study sought to 

investigate.    Suoh an instrument should be valuable  in other fields 

of endeavor involving skill training. 

The  search should be continued also for identifying faotors 

that  contribute to an individual's  suooess  in all fields involving 

skills.    The classroom teaoher should benefit from suoh a  contribu- 

tion by  researchers. 
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OFFICIAL INTERNATIONAL CONTEST BDLES 
FOB CORRECTING TYPING TESTS 

J. N.  Kimball,  453 East 141it Street, New York,   N. Y. 

1. LINE SPACING.    Werk must be double •paced—"two netohes."    Every 
line singly er irregularly spaoed is penalised ene errer in 
addition te all ether errers in sane line. 

2. LENGTH OF LINE.    Exoept at end ef paragraph, any line having 
fewer than 61 er mere than 76 characters and spaces is penalised 
ene error in additisn te all ether errers in sane line. 

3. LENGTH OF PAGE.    With paper 8 l/Zn by 13",   each page,  except the 
last, must hare at least 35 lines  of writing!  with paper 8 1/2* 
by 11",   each page,   exoept the last, must have at least 29 lines 
of writing.    One error is charged for short page—not one error 
for eaoh line that the page is short. 

4. PARAGRAPHING.    Paragraphs mist be indented fire spaces,  and only 
five.    An error in paragraphing is penalised in addition to all 
other errors in sane line. 

5. SPACES AND PUNCTUATION POINTS.    Spaces and punctuation points are 
treated as parts of the preceding word, but if incorrectly made, 
inserted, omitted, or in any manner changed from the printed 
copy,   an error must be charged unless the preceding word has al- 
ready been penalised*     (See Rule No.  6) 

6. SPACING AFTER PUNCTUATION.    Two spaces must follow the period, the 
oolon,  the interrogation,  and the exclamation points—one space 
only after all other punctuation points. 

If punctuation is followed by quotation marks   the spacing follows 
the rule laid down for the punctuation point,   rit.,  a oolon fol- 
lowed by quotation marks calls for two spaoes,  but a comma fol- 
lowed by quotation marks calls for but one space.     (See Rule 
No.  5.) 

After a period used to denote abbreviation, as 0. K., M. 0., Mr., 
Mrs., initials, etc, the spacing required is that which would be 
used if word was written out in full, vis., one space, unless the 
abbreviation ends a sentence. 

7. A DASH must be written with two hyphens without spacing before or 
after.     If a dash i« neoessary at the beginning of a line there 
should be no space between it and the following word. 

8. CUT CHARACTERS.    Any word written so close to  top, bottom,  or 
side of sheet,  that a portion of any letter is out off, must be 
penalised. 

9. WORDS WRONGLY DIVIDED.    A word wrongly divided at the end of a 
line must be penalised.    A word hyphenated at the end of a line 



in the printed oopy nay or may not need the hyphen if occurring 
medially in the  contestant's work.     For  instance:     "Devilfish" 
might be hyphenated at the end of a printed line, but medially, 
if contestant's rendering conforms to any standard dictionary, 
there is no  error. 

10. FAULTY SHIFTING,    in error must be charged against every word 
where the shift key it incorreotly used.     If the complete char- 
acter is  discernible it is no  error* 

11. LIGHTLY STRUCK LETTERS.     If the outline of any character is dis- 
cernible there is no error. 

12. TRANSPOSITION.    Letters transposed in any word constitute an 
error.    Words when transposed are penalized one error for the 
transposition, and for every error in the transposed words. 

13. REWRITTEN MATTER.     In rewritten matter every error must be penal- 
ised, whether in first or seoond writing, and one additional error 
oharged for the rewriting. 

14. CROWDING.    No word shall oooupy less than its proper number of 
spaces. 

15. PILING.     If any portion of the body of one character overlaps any 
portion of the body of another character, or extends into the 
space between words to the extent that  it would overlap any por- 
tion of the body of a character were there a character in that 
space, then it Is an error. 

16. LEFT-HAND MARGIN.    Characters beginning lines,  except in para- 
graphs, must all be struck at the same point of the scale.    If 
printed to the left or right of that point an error must be 
oharged. 

17. X-ING.    Work in which words are x-ed will not be received. 

18. ERASING.    The use of an eraser is not allowed. 

19. ERRORS IN PRINTED COPY.    Errors found in the printed oopy may be 
oorreoted or written as per copy, but in no case shall an error be 
oharged against such words unless they are omitted. 

20. LAST WORD.    An error made in the last word written, whether that 
word is oompleted or not, must be oharged. 

21. PENALTY,    For every error 10 words are to be deducted. 

22. GENERAL RULE.    Every word omitted,   inserted, misspelled,  or in any 
manner ohanged from the printed copy (save in the oase of trans- 
position and rewritten matter), must be penalised. 

23. GROSS WORDS,     The gross number of strokes shall be reokoned from 
the printed copy of matter used,  and shall be divided by five, the 
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result being the number of tgggg words 
for errors  shall be mads.    Strokes  In 

cross  worda_ from which all   deductions 
'rewritten matter are not to 

be counted in the gross.    When a typist ends his test with an un- 
finished word, he shall be given credit of one stroke for eaeh 
character written. 

Copy should have the gross  strokes printed at the end of each 
line,  the strokes being counted per line of print, with an addi- 
tional  stroke at the  end of each line—if the lest word on that 
line is oompleted (not hyphenated).    In other words,   the strokes 
are counted as though the entire test were written in one continu- 
ous line. 

Beginning a paragraph,   the count commences with the first letter 
of that line, as actual strokes made for characters  and spaoes 
only are counted.    Extra strokes made by the typist when shift- 
ing for capital letters, when paragraphing and when  returning 
the carriage, are not counted. 

In counting strokes from printed copy two strokes are given to 
every dash in the printed copy, and to all  spaoes after the oolon, 
interrogation and exclamation points and period. 

If necessary to strike a second key to  complete a character—as 
the  exclamation  point,  and  accented letter  occurring in some 
foreign languages—the extra stroke is  oounted. 
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COPT 

April 9.   1946 

Miaa Laura Canfield 
Mainland High School 
Daytona Beech, Florida 

Dear Miaa Canfield: 

I am nailing you today the oopy for the three typewriting toeta 
which are to be  correlated with the temperament teats*     This oopy 
need not be returned to me* 

These tests are to be  given on three successive days just as near 
the end of the oourae  aa  ia poaaible to hare a good attendance. 
If your   aohool ia like nine,   ererything ia in a turmoil  during the 
laat two weeks.    Therefore,   I would like for you to use your dis- 
cretion about when you giro then*    Just try to see that everybody 
gets the three trials at the oonplotion of the typewriting eourse* 
I don't know yet exaotly how 1 will treat then.     I nay average the 
three or I nay average  the best two* 

Please give the tests in the  following orderi     (l) September, 
(••-) Ootober, and  (3) November*    Have the pupils prepare their 
papers for the test like the sample test  sheet enclosed  so  that 
there will be  some uniformity about the papers.     It will also 
help me if you will have ion pupil  arrange the papera alphabeti- 
cal ly and with each  person's three teats together in the order in 
which they are taken*    If you have them checked for your own grad- 
ing reoorda,  it ia all right to fill  in the desired information 
on the test papers.    Otherwise,   I don't want you   to bother with 
the scoring of the tests. 

I appreoiate the help you have given ne in getting the data for 
my thesis and hope that I will be able to do aa mob for you 
sometime. 

Tours very truly. 

(Signed)     Frances  McQuarrie 

Enclosure 
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SAMPLE TBST SHEET 

Hi 
Test Mo, ~ 
Numb«r  of   stroke* 
Or08* words 
Number of error e __^ 
Ket word* per minute 

Margins>     6 end 60 
Double spacing 
6-spaoe paragraph  indentions 
5 minute* 
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Lmt mm( 
1. Name :./.;..*.. 

Fir«( name 1..1M name 

2. Boy or girl (or man or woman) Grade  

3. Ago last birthday te> years     Birthday  
Month II.) 

1. Teacher       .  <66   
5. School (or education).:  

6. City or town      State   

7. Date of this test             \4f#.  

DOWNEY GROUP 
WILL-TEMPERAMENT TEST 

By JUNK E. DOWNEY 
Professor oj Psychology, University of Wyoming 

WORLD BOOK COMPANY: PUBLISHERS 
Yonkc-rs-on-lludson, New York 

TEST 

Copyright. \0ii. I.y World Book Company.    Copyright in Orel Brittle 

All rightl Tt*n*d.     i>c.»TT:T-in 

PRINTED IN II.  ■- A. 

7 his If si is copyrighted.   The reproduction ol any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other 
way, whether the reproductions are sold or furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law. 
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2 

I 
Downey Croup II ill-Temperament Test 

Draw a line under the word in each pair which ...ore nearh 
deBcnhesyou.   rake the pairs in order. Don't skip any. Speed 
ll.M'SIl I   COIllll. ' J I 

I 
2 
3 
4 
.> 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
II 
12 
13 

14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

20 
21 
22 
2.3 
21 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

CarefyL Careless 
Darin8 Cautious 
Aml,i,i""s Inambitious 
Selfish        Unselfish 
l^nifiiial  Xardj 

Bad-tempered Sweetrtempared 
Accurate  Inaccurate 
Industrious Lazy 

VaJS  Modest 
Constant Changeable 

JndifferenL -KiTtTiGslasW 
Fin"       Yielding 
Trustlul Distrustful 
Cowardly Brave 
Clever Stupid 
Good Memory Bad Memory 
Self-distrustful      Self-confident 
Hast.X    • Deliberate 
Obscryinl  .Unobservant 
Soriubk. Unsociable 
Orderly      Disorderly 
Gloomy      Cheerful 
Patient Impatient 
Quick in thought      Slow in thought 
Quick in movement Slow in movement 
Ready to forgive     Holds a grudge 
Fond of a figbt Avoids a fight 
Extravagant Saves money 
Humble Proud 
Generous Stingy 

Downey Group II 

II    Write your name as dii 
again until the signal to 

1    Usual style and sped. 

2    As rapidly „s possible. 

■■ 

A- 

III    Write your name at tbwR 
the signal, begin again. 

/    t 

IV    Memory Test. 
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Downey Group U ill-Temperament Test 3 

II    Write your name as directed helow.   Write it again and 
again until the signal to stop. 

1    Usual style and speed. 

i ' 4 

2    As rapidly as possible. 

/u ■ 

III    Write your name as slowly as /xjssible.   If you finish before 
the signal, hegin again. 

/    I 

IV    Memory Test. 
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V   Write "United.States of America" .... the line baton at 
quickly as possible,   lioth speed and not running over the line 
count. 

J—~ fy*L  

VI    Write "United States of America" as directed below.   Write 
it again and again until the signal to stop. 

1    Usual style and speed. 

u? 
>       I ( 

2   As rapidly as possible. 

; 

** 

Downey Group W 

\ 11    Trace at slowly us pottu 

( n ■ ■ • 

o '  '  ' / 
..-•......-•..... 

( 

© 
(' o n 0 0 • 

t/VVV 
(?: :>:. 
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Downey Group 11 ill-Temperament Test 6 

\ 11    Trace at slowly us possible the scroll below, 'i irials. 

1 

t        *  

•• •*•. ■•. .'■*■'.      •  •       •       .       •       •      •       •' 

( I:; .'.■.•   ' . 000 
( . . UMJlk .':.'.' 

® 
U2 QJ 
(:: 

(o c 

)   /)   f\    <*]    ■•*:    /-:    f\    O     ■■"- 
-■    . Li    [)     53 
 •••■■  V   •■.. .«         .        .      _.^ 
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VIII    Disguised writing. 

1    Write "United States of America,"  in a  hand very 
unlike your own.  You need not hurry. 

UyruJteS 

2 Practice disguising your hand, and then write "United 
States of America " again. Change your writing as much 
as possible. 

■ ^". I 2to*d'-'..  ' w 

Downey Group \ 

Use this m 

13 | 

K-  -   _ 

1U! 
1), 

Number u 
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in a hand very 
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KIT writing as much 

Downey Group Will-Temperament Test 

Use this page for practice. 

kVAt' 

Number 
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IX    Copy the handwriting below us directed. 

1    Copy Model A as exactly as you can.   Co slowly and work carefully.   11' you finish before 
the signal to stop, begin again. 

2    Copy Model B as well as you can.    Choose your own speed.    If you finish before the    ~ 
3' signal to stop, begin again. 

B vO 

to 
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X    Write your name repeatedly in the spaces below as directed. 
Keep writing until the signal to stop. 

1 Eyes open, usual style and speed. 

/ / 

// 

2 Eyes closed, usual style and speed. 

3 Eyes on examiner's pencil uhile counting laps. 

/A 

4 Eyes open while counting number of times examiner repeats 
rd -fly." the word "fly." 

The word "fly" was used- 
-^ 

limes. 

Downey Group H 

XI    Memory Test. 

After each one of the 
the words "false" and 
says is true, draw a lino 
line under "false." 

Example: 
I read you a list of 

This is a true staletuj 
lined. 

If you are absolutely 
lines under "true" or 

Take all the lame >"* 
you have marked even 
that you have finisher1 

Don't skip any. 

1 1 read you a list of 10 word 
2 Two winds rimeil    lliiil is 

11 T\w first word in the list «1 

I The last word in the list wi 
5 The word colliir incurred 

6 The longest word in the list 
7 The sliorlesl word in the lia 

8 Three words begun with h. 

9 When 1 reud the list of wo 

10 The curd from which I real 
11 The card was white. 

12 I held the card in my left 

I!! In my right hand I held a 
It I tapped with the pencil a 

15 After reading the list I put 
16 Then I sat down. 

XII    Correcting Memory 1 
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below as directed. 

'<■■ 
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Downey Group II ill-Ternperamenl Test 11 

XI    Memory Test. 

After each one of I he following 1ft sentences you will find 
the words "false" and "true." If yon think what a sentence 
says is true, draw a line under "true"; if it is false, draw a 
line under "false." 

Example: 
I read you a list of words early in the test,    true false 

This is a true statement, and the word •true" is under- 
lined. 

If you are absolutely sure that you are right, draw two 
lines under "true" or "false' 

Take all the time you Deed to mark the sentences. When 
you have marked every one, hold your pencil up to show 
that you have finished. 

Don't skip any. 

1 I read you a list of 10 words. 
2 Two words rimed -that is. ended in the same sound. 

3 The first word in the list was ixx>k. 

4 The but word in the list was rose. 

5 The word collar occurred twice in the list. 
6 The longest word in the list was mountain. 

7 The shortest word in the list was ice. 

8 Three words l>egan with l>. 

9 When I read the list of words. I was standing up. 

10 The card from which I read the words was oblong. 

11 The card was white. 
12 1 held the card in my left hand while reading. 

\'.i In my right hand I held a pencil. 
14 I tapped with the pencil at ever) word 1 read. 
15 After reading the list 1 put the card into an envelope. 

16 Then I sat down. 

XII    Correcting Memory Test. 

Jjilse 
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Downey Group \\ ill-Temperament Teat 

Make any changes you care to in checking Tesl I. 
Do not check any (mils in addition 
to those you checked in the iirsl 
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[hi in Grwt Britain 

MANUAL OF DIRECTIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

THE author advises examiners to give and score the individual 
form of the test hefore attempting lo administer the group form. 
For a discussion of the significance of Ihe tests and of the will- 
profile, see the manual accompanying the individual form of the 
lest and the author's The Will-Temperament and Its Testing.' 

The group form of the will-temperament test is scored on tbc 
1 >asis of the amount of work done in a prescribed time, instead 
of on the basis of the time needed to accomplish a prescribed 
task, as in the individual form. Except for the modifications made 
necessary by this different method of scoring, the two forms of 
the test parallel each other very closely. Two items of the in- 
dividual form could not be adapted for group use.   For Resistance 
U> Opposition a test for Self-confidence lias been substituted; for 
Reaction to Contradiction, a Non-compliance test 

DIRECTIONS FOR GIVING THE GROUP TEST 

See that each subject is provided with two pencils.  One nun'    ... 
break in the middle of a test.  Erasers are not needed.    £* ***■ <k^~^j_^ 

Always give the oral directions exactly according to instructions, f^f' 
In the beginning say: . ****^ 

"Please fill in the blank on the front of the examination book- 
let, but do nothing more until directions are given.'" 

\\ hen all have finished, say: 
"This is not an intelligence test, but it is absolute!) necessary 

that you follow directions exactly. Sometimes you will be asked 
In work rapidly, sometimes slowly, sometimes at your natural 
speed. Follow these directions precisely. Begin always exactly 
at the signal and stop immediately when I say, 'Stop,' without 
finishing what you are doing. If in the middle of a word, stop 
there. Don't take time even to finish a letter when the signal to 
stop is given. Is this clear? After the test begins, you will not be 
allowed to ask questions." 

TEST I.    SPEED OF DECISION 

■Turn over the page to Test I.   Notice that there are two 
columns of words.  They run in pairs,  thus: Careful care- 
less: Daring cautious; Ambitious unambitious, etc. 

"You are to draw a line under the word in each pair which more 
nearly describes you. Underline one itvrd or the other in every pair; 

1 Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudeon, New York. 
I 
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one always describes you bet lor than the other. Take the pairs 
in order; don'I skip any. Take your time. Speed doesn't count. 
Heady— Begin." 

(Time limit: 45 seconds.) 

When the time is up, say "Stop." This signal is to be given 
sharply and promptly at the end of each test. 

TEPT II.    FREEDOM FROM LOAD 

1. "Now turn to Test II, Writing your Name. Under'1' you 
are to write your name as you sign it ordinarily, in your usual 
style and at your usual speed just the way you naturally write 
it. Keep on writing your name until told to stop. When you 
finish it. don't pause, but begin again at once. Keep on writing it 
again and again until told to stop.   Heady       Begin." 

The examiner should emphasize the above instruction and 
enforce it absolutely. There is a strong tendency to stop at the 
completion of each writing of the name. 

(Time limit: 20 seconds.) 

2. "Under '2' you are to write your name just as rapidly as 
you possibly can. Write it just as many times as you can from the 
instant I give the signal to begin until 1 give the signal lo stop. 
Iiead\        (lo." 

The examiner should give a suggestion of speed in reading the 
directions.   "Heady — Go" should be given irith a snap. 

(Time limit: 20 seconds.) 

TEST III. WRITING NAME AT RETARDED SPEED 

" In Test III you are to write your name just as sloivly as you 
possibly can without slopping the movement of the pencil. Re- 
member that you are to write very, very slowly. It you finish 
your name once, begin on it a second time. I se a sharp pencil. 
Read]     Start." 

The examiner gives the idea of retarded movement by drawling 
the directions. 

(Time limit: 20 seconds.) 

TEST IV.    MEMORY TEST 

"NOW you may rest your hand a moment. Pencils up, please. 
Listen to me. I am going to read you a list of 10 words. You are 
to remember them so as to be able to report on them at the end 
of the test.   You must also watch very carefully everything that I y 

ilo while I urn reading Ih 
m> actions." 

Examiner now read 
oblong white card the I 
reading, holds ihe • an 
rii-'iii hand, and taps a 
lol lows: 

Book, Collar.  Mufl 

■• Now listen again. 
\oliee   Ihe first and   l\ 
repealed in ihe list, \\h 
same sound), anil how 

Vfter ihe second read 
Ihe  Orel   reading.   Ihe j 
deliberately and >iu di 

TEST \. 

"Turn the page lo T 
write on that abort lit 

I oiled States of \nn 
remember there are iw< 
rapidly, and you nuisl /| 
I ■()." 

(T| 

TEST \ I.   SPEE  
1. "Teal \ I is like 

write 'United States of 
usual speed. \\ rite coi 
the signal lo slop. Don' 
repealed!] until I tell y 
phrases.' \\ rite al ihe 
keep writing all ihe limj 

Tir 

2. ••! nder -2' write 
a- you can and as many! 
begin   until   the signal 
remember to write just 

I li«' exaniinoi must be uin 
Usmlencj to pause ■«t the end <i 
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'fully everything that I 

Manual of Directions 5 

do while I am reading the worth, for I shall ask you questions about 
my actions. 

Examiner now reads Blowly (one word a second) torn an 
oblong white card the list of words given below, lie stands while 
reading, holds the card in the left hand, holds a pencil in the 
rigbl hand, and laps al every word read. The list of words i m 
follows: 

Honk. Collar. Muff, Ice, Stove, Collar. Bluff" Mountain 
Bird, Rose. 

"Now listen again.   I am going to read the list a second time. 
Notice   the first and   last  word;  and   notice  also  if am   word  is 
repealed in the list, whether any words rime (that is. end in the 
same sound), ami Imir many begin with Ii." 

\lirr the second reading, which in every detail should duplicate 
ihr fust reading, the examiner puts the card into an envelope 
deliberately and sits down. 

h:sr \.    CnonnrwiioN OF  IMPULSES 

"Turn the page to Test \. Look a ll he short line. \ou are to 
write on that short line, just as rapidly as von eon, the words 
"I niied States of Vmerica.' Write out the words in lull and 
remember there are two things you must do: you must write very 
rapidly, and yon must keep from running over the line.  Ready 
( ill. 

(Time limit: 7 seconds.) 

I EST \ I.   SPEED OF MOVEMENT \\n FBEEDOM FROM LOAD 

I. "Test \l is like one you have already had. Under "I" 
write T mini Stales of \mericn" in your iisniil Btyle and al  your 
usual Bpeed. Write continuously from the signal to begin until 
the signal to slop. Don'1 hurry, but remember to write (he phrase 
repeatedly until I tell you to stop. Don't pause between words cr 
phrases.' Write al the speed al which you naturally write, and 
keep writing all the time. Ready Begin." 

1 Time limit: 20 sceondsj 

2.   "I  uder -2'  write "I  nilcd Stales, ,f \incrica' just OS rapidly 
a- you can and as many times as ii is possible from the signal to 
begin until the signal Co stop. Don! pause between words;1 

remember to write just as rapidly as possible.  Heady      Co." 

/        riii examine must be wire thai Uus instruction is understood, There » a strong 
landencj to-pauseal the end of each word and phrase. 
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As in Test II, the examiner should suggest speeding by voice 
and manner. 

(Time limit: 20 seconds.) 

TEST \ll.    MOTOR INHIBITION 

1. "Turn to Test \ II. 1 nder T you are to move your pencil 
along the doited line just at tlowly as you possibly ran and slill 
keep the pencil moving. Trace the scroll as if you were writing. 
bui do ii very, very slowly. Be sure that your pencil keeps mm ing 
all I he lime.   Ready-    Begin." 

The examiner should suggest retardation by drawling the 
directions. 

(Time limit: 30 seconds.) 

2. "Now under '2' lr\ a second lime. More the pencil just as 
slowly as yon can without stopping il. Most persons go more slowK 
on a second trial.    Ready — Begin." 

(Time limit: 1 minute, 30 seconds.) 

3. "Try once more.   This is your last chance; do your very 
"tenons can spend   10 minutes writing  ' 
is you possibly ran.   Ready — Begin.*' 
(Time limit: 2 minutes, 30 seconds.) 

best.   Some persons can spend  10 minutes writing their names. 
Go as slowly as you possibly ran.   Ready — Begin.'' 

TEST VIII.    II.KXIBII.ITY AND VOLITIONAL  PF.RSF.VER ATION 

1. "Turn I he page to Test VIII. Disguised Handwriting. 
Under '1.' write 'United States of fkmerica* in a style very unlike 
your usual one. Change your writing so much that none of your 
friends would know il.   Ready — Begin." 

'Time limit: 50 seconds.) 

2. "Before writing under '2' you are to practice on page 7 
disguising that is. changing- your writing of '1 oiled States 
of America' until you gel a disguise lhal would deceive a hand- 
writing expert. 

"When you are satisfied with your disguise, look up at the 
blackboard, where I shall be writing a column of numbers, and 
note the first number thai I write after you look up. Write Ibis 
number in the space where it says, 'Number' on page 6. 

"Then under '2' write 'United Slates of America' in the dis- 
guised band you have worked out. Begin now with your prac- 
tice on page 7." 

.Man 

At this point the exnnn 
and at the end of 5 secont 
blackboard.   At the end 
.vrile the number of seed 
which will appear thus: 

.i 
10 
1.") 
2d 

(Time 

If at the end of the 6 mi 
noi written the phrase a 
omitted, but that lhe\ sh 
on page 6. 

.'{. "Turn the page to I 
Slates of America' is writ 
writing just us rapidly as 
sample and copy it over a 
Don't pause after one cop 

(Timj 

TEST IX. 

1. "In Test !X. 1, you 
possible.   Speed doesn't 
good a copy as you can.   I 
sure to begin a second lim 

(Timj 

2. "Under '2' copv \1 
slowly, as you prefer. .Ins 
one copy, begin a second 
third time.   Ready -   Star 

(Time limi 

Ti BT \. 

1.   "Turn I he page to I 
carefully.    Under ' 1'  writ 
Test II, at your usual s|M 
over and over again just I 
signal tO slop.   Ready — ( 

(Tiim 
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Manual of Directions . 1 

At this point the examiner should note the time by his watch, 
and at the end of ."> seconds lie should write the number ."> on the 
blackboard. \t the end of each succeeding "> seconds he should 
.wile the number of seconds which have elapsed, in a column 
which will appear thus: 

3 
10 
15 
20 etc.. up to 360 

(Time limit: 6 minutes.) 

If at the end of the 6 minutes some are still practicing and have 
not written the phrase opposite 2. tell them that this may be 
omitted, but that they shall write the number 360 in the square 
on page 6. 

3. "Turn the page to Test VIII. 3. Observe the way'United 
States of America' is written. I ndei '3* von are to imitate the 
writing jutl as rapidly as you ran. Write the same size as the 
sample and copy it over and over until the signal is given to stop. 
Don't pause after one copying before beginning a second time.' 

(Time limit: 1 minute.^ 

TEST IX.    IMI.HKST IN DETAIL 

1. "In Test IX, 1, you are to copy Model \ jutl as exactly as 
possible. Speed doesn't count. Work carefully, and make as 
good a copy as you can. If you should finish before the signal, be 
sure to begin a second lime.   Heady — Begin." 

(Time limit: 1 minute.) 

2. "Under '2' copy Model B as well as you can. rapidly or 
slowly, as you prefer, '.lust choose your own speed. If you finish 
one copy, begin a second, and if you finish a second, begin a 
third time.   Beady— Start." 

(Time limit:   1 minute, 15 seconds.) 

TEST \.    Moron IMPULSION 

1. "Turn the page to Test \. 'i oil must follow directions very 
carefully. Under "1' write your name just as you wiote it in 
Test II, at your usual speed and in your usual style. Write it 
over and over again just the way you naturally write it, until the 
signal to slop.   Heady -   Go." 

(Time limit: 20 seconds.) 
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2.   "Now   write your name again, just as you did under -| 
Mil will, your ryes doted.   } ou must place your pencil in position 
BO thai when I give the signal you will he ready lo begin.   ]{,„„.,,, 
her to write your name again and again during the time between 
signals.   I),,,, I open your eyes until  1 give the signal to stop. 
Ready — (.lose eyes     Go. 

(Time limit: 20 seconds.) 

-'5.   "Under ':{" you are to write your name in your usual way 
hut while you are doing this you are to keep your CNCS fixed oil 
this pencil and you are to count aloud with me tin'' number of 
limes  I Up the table with  the pencil.   Keep you,   eyes on the 
pencil and count aloud.   Keep on writing until   I stop tapping 
Heady — do. "    r" 

Examiner taps on the,table slight k faster than once per second 
tie also counts aloud vigorously. 

(Time limit: 20 seconds.) 

I.   "Under '4' you are to write your name repeatedly from the 
signal to begin until the signal to stop.   While you are writing I 
am going lo read you a list of words that rime with 'fly ' such as 
die.     sigh,  and 'lie/   You are to keep track of the number of 

tunes I sa> the word    fly. 

i  "^I'O" ! ^''V '.'."' .sifi"al lo sl°^ mord ,l"' number of limes 
I read the word   fly.     Don t forget to keep on writing your name 
nil the lime.  Ready -   Go. 

List to be read h\ examiner: 
Fly, die. sigh   sk>. fly, fly, fly. my, fly, lie, die, by, fly, fly, high 

.">'• G^. ny. s'gh. sigh. fly. nye, my, fly. 
I be examiner should time his reading so that 20 seconds will be 

required to go through the list.   If he fails to complete the list  he 
Should record the number of times -fly •• was read.   If he |j„jsh,.s 
before the end of the 20 seconds, he should reread part of the list 
recording the correct number of Umea •fly" was pronounced. 

(Time limit: 20 seconds.) 

IKM   \l.    SI:LK-CONKIDENCE 

"Turn to Test XI. \fler each one „f (he 16 sentences you will 
find the words "false and 'true/ If you think what a sentence 
says is true draw a line under 'true ; if it is false, draw a line 
under    false. 

"For example, "1 read you a list of words earh in the lest. 
true false. 

"This is a true si a 
"If you are atuolm 

under'true'or'false.' 
"Take all the lime 

have marked every OIK 
finished.    Don't skip < 

TESB 
When every one hal 
"Of the sentences j 

are true. You ma) nil 
around any 'true' or'j 
and underline the ulh 
reads. 'Two of the woi 
you underlined the 4 
'true' and underline 

"You nun make all 
eight false and eight li 
pencil when you nave 

The examiner shout 
they desire.    Three 

TEST XI 
Turn to Test \||| 

hack to Test I and ill 
you marked your own 
changes, draw ,i circl 
underline the oilier w<: 
addition to those you c 
finished, look al the .. 
'Number' on patre li' / 

"Now turn Link to 
Heady      Begin." 

At this point the exi 
and al the end of 3 Beq 
blackboard. At the ei 
write the nuinher of I 
which will appear thus 

1 WithchOdnn Wow IbefM 
and explained. 
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as you di under 'I. 
your pencil in position, 
ead> to begin. Reman- 
urine ill.' time between 
ve the signal to slop. 

Ids.) 

ame in your usual way, 
eep ><nii- CMS ii\,.,| (iM 

iili mi' ilir number of 
Leep your . yes on the 

B until I Btop lapping. 

pr than once pei second. 

rue repeatedly from the 
Vhile you arc writing I 
rime with 'lis.' such as 
track of Hi'- number of 

•'! 11n- number of times 
hp an writing your name 

. die. by, fly, fly, high, 
e, my. fix. 
thai 20 Si ds will lie 
to complete tin list, lie 
vas read. II he finishes 

1 reread part of the list, 
y" was pronoui 
Is.) 

»ENCE 

ie 16 sen i I «ill 
think what a si ntence 
ii [a fata    li iw a line 

ords earls  ii    the lesl. 

11 annul of Directions 9 

"This is a true statement, and the word 'true' is underlined. 
"If you arc absolutely sure that you are right, draw two lines 

under'true'or'false.' 
"Take all the time you need to mark the sentences. When you 

have marked civry one. hold your pencil up to show that you have 
finished.    Don't skip any." 

TEST   XII.    NON-COMPLIANCE 

When every one has finished Teal \ I. say: 
"Of the sentences you have just marked', eight are false, eight 

are true. Ybtl mas correct yum work in this way: Draw a circle 
around any'true' or'false* that you made a mistake in marking, 
and underline the other word instead. I'or example, sentence 2 
reads, 'Two of the words in the list rimed.' If this was false, but 
you underlined the word 'true' draw a circle about the word 
'true' and underline 'false* instead.1 

"You may make all the corrections you care to, so as to mark 
eight false and eight true. hut don't erase any marks, liaise your 
pencil when you have finished." 

The examiner should give lime for idl to make any changes 
they desire.    Three minutes is probably sufficient. 

TEST Mil.    FINALITY OF .II DGMENT 

Turn to Test Mil. When the Bignal is given you are to turn 
back to Test I and make ans chances sou care to in the way 
you marked sour own character traits.   If you want to make any 
changes, draw a circle around the word you marked first and 
underline the other word of the pair.1 Do not check any trait; ;.•; 
addition to those you checked in the first place. When you have 
finished, look at the blackboard and write in the space marked 

, 'Number' on page 12 the first number I write after you look up. 
"Now turn hack to Test I and make what changes you wish. 

Heady       Begin." 
At this point the examiner should note the time by his watch, 

and at the end of .'! seconds he should ssrile the number .'5 on the 
blackboard. At the end of each succeeding .'! seconds he should 
write the number of seconds which have elapsed, in a column 
which will appear thus: 

3 
6 
9 

12 etc.. up to 120. 
1 S\ it h children liclow the'ltli grade I lie illustration should lie put on I lie liliit klsmrd 

.mil rxpluined. 
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10 Downey Group Will-Temperament Test 

MVr iviicliiiifk II 1'ihc exammer quits writing and tells those 
who liW noi unshed to write \l I in the Manic. If (faired, a 
little further lime i\ay ih.'ii be allowed lor theYhecking.  \ 

TENTATIVE SCORING OF GROl P-TEST 

I In' directions for Booring arc to In- used in conjunction with 
the table on page 16. The norms were obtained from an approx- 
imately small number of adults and arc only tentative. After 
more extensive application of the tests, material will lie at hand 
for establishing norms lor differenl ages. 

Tat I. Speed of Decision. Checking of traits. Scored o:i 
number of decisions made in lime limit.   Sec table, page 16. 

Test II. Wormal and Speeded Writing of Name. Not scored; 
given as practice for Test \ I. 

Test III. Retarded Writing of Name. Not scored; given as 
preliminary practice for Test \ II. 

Test IV. Memory Test. I\ol scored; given in preparation for 
lest XI. 

Test V. Coordination of Impulses. Writing "United States of 
America" in a restricted space and a! speeded lime. Scored on 
number of letters omitted or over the line.  See table, page 16. 

NoTfc. The method of scoring used i- open to the obta t■■ n thai it fails ic> r.-, ton 
with variations in normal speed and thai it makes no distinction between those who 
fail to limsli writins; the phrase through lack of time and those who linisli I.HI run over 
t lie line. 

It i-. possible to cornel a particular record or to i the quality of reaction l.\ 
tlie following procedure: 

Calculate from Teal \ I tin' normal and speeded time for writing tin- phrase once. 
I -in- these values, score the reaction on the basis of the norms given for Test \ 
in the .Manual of Directions for the Individual Teats. 

Test VI. _ Speedof Movement ami Freedom from Load. Speed of 
Movement is scored from \ 1.1 mi the number of leiiers written 
at normal speed within the lime limit.   See table, page 16. 

To score for Freedom from Load, divide the number of letters 
written during the s| ded trial (VI, i) by the number written 
at normal speed  (VI.  1).    Score this ratio in accordance with 
the norms given in the scoring table, page 16. 

Test VII. Motor Inhibition. Scored on third trial according 
to norms given in table. Each scroll is divided Into :(:s equal 
units, and i he scoring is baaed on the number of units traced. 

Test \ III. Flexibility. Scon' disguised hands (VIII, l and 
2). first and second attempts each. (i. l. or2, according to amount, 
of change. (See samples below.) If the phrase was not written 
under 2, score the best practice attempt. 

\hu 

Score Rapid   Imitation 
quality and speed, as folld 

Hale the (|tialil>   \.  II. 
(see page 12), K sifinifvii 
own hand. 

Count the letters writtj 
schedule below linil the gj 

Kind (he score under III 
speed group. 

Normal 

Disguised. Scored 0 

Normal 

Disguised. Scored I 

Normal 

Disguised.  Scored 2 
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Manual of Directions 11 

Score Rapid Imitation of Model A (VIII. 3) according to 
quality and speed, as follows: 

Hate the quality \. B, <".. D. or K according to general effect 
(see page l-i. E signifying complete reversion to the subject's 
own band. 

Count the letters writ leu. and in the left-hand column of the 
schedule below find the group ill which the speed of writing falls. 

Find the score under the proper letter and'opposite the proper 
speed group. 

iu u us ■*&» ^ <w<<*    2T-TBW ^ 
Normal ing.   lest MM, l and 2 

Disguised.  Scared I) 

Normal 

Dixyuised.  Scored I 

/^^^^C^SlJ^^^^^^1*^^ 
Normal 

OA£l 
Ditguited.  Seared 2 

WKMI&OL, 

! 

J 
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Nt MBKIt OK LETTERS 
WRITTEN 

117   12 

II  21 

21)  III — 
1 nder 10 

\dd partial scores ti 
Test VIII. 2. YolU 

ij determined by the a 
guise. From the num 
Hie score according to 

Irst IX. Interest in 
the examinee in copyi 
the task as compared 
\ (VIII. 3). The scoi 

Hate imitations M<>( 
jointly, A. B, C. D,E, 
about fifteen details i 
;is proper placing of 
one letter-grade for ei 
accompanying illustn 
he noted in scoring. 

3 

//CwuELJ- 

Find the differeno 
imitation (VIII, 3) i 
and in the left-hand 
in which this number 

Under the proper 
the score. 
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Manual of Directions 13 

\l MI1KK OK IJCTTEBS 
WRITTEN 

A ■ c o E 

117-42 6 6 4 2 0 

41-21 6 t 3 1 0 

2i) Id 4 3 2 0 0 

Under 10 3 2 1 0 0 

Add partial scores to find the total score. 
I'rslYIll. 2. Volitional Perseveralion. The score on this trait 

ij determined by the amount of time spent in practice on the dis- 
guise. From the number the examinee records in the blank find 
the score according to the table, page 16. 

Test IX. Interest in Detail. This test is scored on the success of 
the examinee in copying the writing and on the lime he gives to 
the task as compared with his speed in Rapid Imitation of Model 
A (VIII. 3). The scoring procedure is as follows: 

Hate imitations Model A(IX, 1) and imitations Model B (IX, 2) 
jointly, A, B, C, D, E, or F, according to accuracy in details. Note 
about fifteen details in the two imitations, — such, for example, 
as proper placing of i-dot, form of t-bar, etc., — and penalize 
one letter-grade for each three bad failures. The crosses on the 
accompanying illustration show the sort of details that should 
be noted in scoring.   Quality A means no penalizing. 

t 
* 

Find the difference in the number of letters written for rapid 
imitation (VIII, 3) and for slow imitation (IX, 1) of Model A, 
and in the left-hand column of the schedule below find the group 
in which this number falls. 

Under the proper letter and opposite the proper number, find 
the score. 
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DIFFERENCE IN 
NUMBED OK 

I.ETTEB8 
A B c i> i. r 

36 & over 10 9 8 7 6 5 

21-35 9 8 7 6 5 4 

12-20 8 7 6 5 4 3 

6-11 Note 7 6 5 4 3 2 

2-5 Note 6 5 4 3 2 1 

1 or negative 5 4 3 2 1 0 

NOTE. A sliiMil <liH.r.ii. o in nmiilicr <>f letter* written in Mil and IN '"•'> l"' 
due tu pre... oupatkM with <lcli.il. If the qn,.lil> "f <op> is \ or tl for in.il.ili....> in 
Mil mid IN ami less than 22 lettrrsi.ro written in Ml I. wore lOfOT Detail. 

Tetl X.  Motor Impulsion.   Hy means ot the accompanying 
schedule, score writing according Lo Bize and amounl written as 
compared with normal size and amount written at normal rate 
Score 2, 3, and 4 separately and then obtain the mean score. 

I1ATIO   OP 
LETTERS 

(MEAT 
MAGNI- 

FICATION 
(ABOUT 

509 

MODI RATI 
M \ (; M 

FIC.ATIoN 
Mini   1 
25%) 

SLIGHT 
MAGNI- 

FICATION 
NORMAL 

-1 IOHT 
I.E. KI:\M: 

1\    Sl/.l 

ORBAT 
DECBEASE 

IN   SIZE 

1.10 or over 10 10 8 6 4 2 

.90-1.09 9 9 7 5 3 1 

.75- .89 8 7 6 4 2 1 

.55- .74 6 5 4 3 2 1 

.33- .54 4 3 2 2 1 1 

.00- .32 2 1 1 1 1 1 

To score each trial, note the size of the writing under distrac- 
tion as compared with normal size. Then find the ratio ot the 
number of letters written under distraction to the number of 
letters written at normal rate, hy dividing the former by the 
latter, and find the proper score in the schedule. Take the mean 
of these for the final score. 

Test XI. Self-confidence. Scored on number ot items doubly 
underlined.    See table, page 16. 

Test XII. Non-compliance. Scored on number ot changes 
made after the suggestion has been given bj examiner. 

Find the ratio between the number of changes actually made 

5* 

Vfanu 

(numerator) and the numb 
acquiescence to the SUggd 
are false; eight, true" (dene 

The latter number is (bun 
statements marked "false 1 
shows to what extent  inetlK 

Add 1 to tin* numeniloi 
which the original decision i 
for any change in marking 
5, 7, 9, 12, 13.  Tabulation 

t 
sions are rarely re\ ised. 
rationalization process th: 

EXAMPLE. Suppose a subject l» 
menta "true" anq I "fake." Thei 
i.f i. possible I.  Two of the itenu 
inurking; the ratio, then, ta 5 I Mr 
cates that the si-ore would lie I. 

Test Mil.   Finality «( 
rechecking Test I.    See it 

THE 
The will-profile shows ij 

various tests. To plot the 
score for each trail by pUj 
name of the trait. Then d 
will-profiles and a discus] 
referred to must be consu 
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to the number of 
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Lges actually made 
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Manual of Directions 15 

(numerator) and the number of changes necessary for complete 
acquiescence to the suggestion that "Eight of the Statements 
are false; eight, true'" (denominator). 

The latter number i* found l>\ subtracting from 8 the number of 
statements marked "false' before the suggestion is given, and 
shows to what extent memory was at fault. 

Add 1 to the- numerator of the fraction for every change in 
which the original decision was doubly underscored and also add 1 
for any change in marking any of the follow ing Statements: 3, 4, 
5, 7, 9, 12, 13. Tabulation of returns has shown that these deci- 
sions are rarely revised. Apparently they afford little chance for a 
rationalization process thai justifies B change. 

cotes that the score would be -t. 

Test All I. Finalify »f Judgment. Scored on time spent in 
rechecking Test I.    Sec table, page 16. 

THE WILL-PROFILE 
The will-profile shows in graphic form the scores made in the 

various tests. To plot the graph, indicate on the record blank the 
score for each trait by placing a dot on the line labeled with the 
name of the trait. Then connect the dots with a line. For sample 
will-profiles and a discussion of them, the publications already 
referred to must be consulted. 
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